
Opening and modding the PSone

The PSone was released c. 2000 as the successor to the old PSX. The PSone is smaller and only uses one voltage which is
handy for making into a portable.

To compare the size of the two units:



To open, remove the screws as shown, including the hidden one.

The CD mechanism is in the pic, remove the two plugs going to the board.



The CD mechanism is quite tall, about 20mm tall in fact.

Remove the metal plate and the motherboard, keep the plate as you can use it later for metal contacts for securing the
backing plate to the magnets to the case. In the pic below are power (yellow port) and the controller ports at the bottom.



Had a diagram, as below, but checked them against my multimeter.

A good reason to check the wiring, as per the pic in the next page, is because you need to wire the same colour wire to the
same connection, or the system won’t work.



You can cut the ribbon on the controller as the top section for the d-pad and buttons are only traces to the main controller
board. I worked out the following pinout.



Remember I mentioned about the colour coding of the controller wires?

To be able to make the controller board flatter, the plug needs to go; so solder wires to the underside of the board, in the
same way as they connected before.

Then dremel through the plug pins to remove.



yellow - capacitor relocate (ensure it is wired the same way around)
blue - no idea what this is, but relocate it anyway (the same way around)
pink - wire connecting one set of grounds to other side of board - can relocate but may as well keep it as it is
red - LED - press flatter, no need to relocate it



Pic shows relocated capacitor. Use decent wire, not thin stuff and make sure the capacitor is wired the same way around.
The red and black wires on the sides go to the rumble motors. Connect the areas in blue by wires.

As you see, there is plenty of space to put this board directly behind the PSone screen, ensure you cover it with electrical
tape though to stop any shorts.



Memory card

Desolder and remove the 2nd player port as we don’t need it.

Lift off the backing plastic using a screwdriver.



Cut along the two lines to separate the memory card port from the controller port.

This means you can use the original memory port in your portable.




